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Metabovin

A drug created and manufactured by Advancer Enterprises, it entered Advancer's pharmaceutical catalog
in late YE 45. Metabovin is a potent metabolic medication designed to regulate and improve overall
metabolic processes.

»Optional Image«
Year Created: YE 45

Designer / Manufacturer: Advancer Enterprises
Nomenclature: AE-N16

Price: 20 KS per 100mg capsule

History

Metabovin was conceived as a part of Advancer Enterprises' broader initiative to combat metabolic
disorders and improve overall health. The project was spearheaded by Dr. Emily Thompson, an
endocrinologist at Advancer. The drug was developed to fill a gap in the market for medications that
could optimize metabolic pathways in a comprehensive manner, rather than merely treating individual
symptoms or disorders.

The development process involved rigorous pre-clinical trials, including both in vitro and in vivo studies,
to evaluate its efficacy in regulating metabolic functions. These trials were successful, leading to
accelerated human clinical trials. By late YE 45, Metabovin had received approval for mass production
and was incorporated into Advancer's pharmaceutical catalog.

Usage

Metabovin operates by stimulating various metabolic pathways, including those involved in energy
production, nutrient absorption, and waste elimination. The standard dosage is a 100mg capsule,
administered orally once daily. The drug is particularly effective in optimizing the breakdown of
carbohydrates, proteins, and fats, thereby increasing energy levels and promoting weight loss. It is
beneficial for individuals suffering from metabolic disorders such as metabolic syndrome, obesity,
diabetes, and conditions involving malabsorption.

Given its potent effects, Metabovin is also being researched for its potential use in athletic performance
enhancement and in conditions involving chronic fatigue. However, these are considered off-label uses
and should only be pursued under medical supervision.

Side Effects

While Metabovin is generally well-tolerated, it does come with a set of potential side effects. These
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include gastrointestinal discomfort, increased urination, changes in appetite, and in some cases,
palpitations. The body's adjustment to a higher metabolic rate might result in feelings of restlessness,
insomnia, or increased sweating. Given its potent effects on metabolic rates, Metabovin should be used
cautiously in individuals with pre-existing liver or kidney conditions. Regular monitoring by a healthcare
professional is strongly recommended.

Overdose

Excessive consumption of Metabovin poses a risk of severe metabolic imbalances. Symptoms may
include extreme gastrointestinal distress, acute kidney failure, and potentially fatal liver toxicity. The
overdose threshold is estimated to be between 500mg and 1000mg, depending on individual metabolic
rates and pre-existing health conditions. Immediate medical intervention is crucial, often requiring
detoxification procedures and supportive care to stabilize metabolic functions.

OOC Notes

Demibear created this article on 2023/10/09 23:38.
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